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Abstract8
Microbes growing in animal host environments face fluctuations that have ele-9
ments of both randomness and predictability. In the mammalian gut, fluctuations10
in nutrient levels and other physiological parameters are structured by the host’s11
behavior, diet, health and microbiota composition. Microbial cells that can antic-12
ipate environmental fluctuations by exploiting this structure would likely gain a13
fitness advantage (by adapting their internal state in advance). We propose that14
the problem of adaptive growth in structured changing environments, such as the15
gut, can be viewed as probabilistic inference. We analyze environments that are16
“meta-changing”: where there are changes in the way the environment fluctuates,17
governed by a mechanism unobservable to cells. We develop a dynamic Bayesian18
model of these environments and show that a real-time inference algorithm (par-19
ticle filtering) for this model can be used as a microbial growth strategy imple-20
mentable in molecular circuits. The growth strategy suggested by our model out-21
performs heuristic strategies, and points to a class of algorithms that could support22
real-time probabilistic inference in natural or synthetic cellular circuits.23
Introduction24
Outside the laboratory, microbes are faced with rich and changing environments. To25
improve their chances of survival, single microbial cells must adapt to fluctuations in26
nutrients and other environmental conditions. The mammalian gut, home to prokary-27
otic and eukaryotic microbes [1, 2], is a striking example of a changing environment28
with elements of both randomness and order. Nutrients and metabolites may fluctuate29
stochastically in the gut, but these changes are structured by the host’s physiology, diet30
and behavior [3, 4, 5]. Cells that exploit this noisy structure and anticipate changes in31
their environment would likely gain a fitness advantage.32
It remains unclear what the information processing capabilities of microbial popu-33
lations are in such changing environments. To what extent are cells able to learn from34
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their environment’s history and use this information to predict future changes? How35
sophisticated are the resulting computations, and in what environments will they lead to36
increased fitness? Insight into these questions would shed light on the type of environ-37
ments cells were selected for and may guide the search for molecular mechanisms that38
implement adaptive computation. This direction could also inform how microbes be-39
come pathogenic. The yeast C. albicans, for example, can turn from a harmless human40
gut commensal to a pathogen depending on the host environment and its nutrient com-41
position [6, 7, 8]. A better understanding of how microbes like C. albicans perceive42
and adapt to their environment may suggest ways of manipulating the environment to43
control pathogenic growth.44
Progress on these questions requires analysis at multiple levels of abstraction, as45
outlined by David Marr [9] for information-processing in the nervous system. First,46
the computational task solved by cells has to specified. For microbial adaptation, this47
would mean characterizing the space of possible changing environments and identi-48
fying the cellular strategies that would result in optimal growth in each environment.49
Second, the algorithms and representations that cells need to execute the growth strat-50
egy would have to be described. Finally, at the implementation level, we have to give an51
account of how molecular interactions give rise to the algorithm and the necessary rep-52
resentations. A complete account of microbial adaptation would ultimately integrate53
the three levels.54
There has been much work on understanding the molecular and genetic determi-55
nants of microbial growth in changing environments (e.g., using experimental evolu-56
tion [10, 11]), but less on defining the abstract computational problem that microbes57
face when adapting to such environments. In this work, we focus on the computational58
and algorithmic aspects of adaptive growth in changing environments. We computa-59
tionally characterize a set of structured dynamic environments, where fluctuations are60
driven by an unobservable mechanism (“meta-changing” environments), and derive an61
adaptive strategy for optimal growth in these environments. Our focus is on changing62
nutrient environments, since nutrient metabolism can serve as a model for microbial63
information-processing more broadly.64
Nutrient metabolism as a system for studying microbial information-65
processing66
A natural context in which to study the microbial response to changing environments is67
metabolic adaptation to nutrients. Because of its strong effect on growth, the way cells68
adapt to nutrients is a highly selectable trait, either genetically in long-term changing69
environments (as shown by experimental evolution studies [12, 13]) or epigenetically70
in environments that change on shorter time scales [14, 15].71
While the control of nutrient and carbon source metabolism has been studied exten-72
sively in yeast and other microbes [16], there is generally no simple mapping between73
the environment’s nutrient composition and microbial cell state (such as the choice of74
which metabolic pathway to upregulate, or the rate at which to grow). The elaborate75
molecular machinery for nutrient sensing and uptake suggests that the mapping may76
be quite complex.77
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Some of the complexity arises from the fact that microbes prefer to consume some78
nutrients over others, and that distinct nutrients require different and sometimes mutu-79
ally exclusive pathways to be expressed. Glucose is generally the preferred sugar and80
its presence inhibits the expression of pathways required to metabolize alternative sug-81
ars like galactose [17]. In yeast, distinct glucose transporters are upregulated depending82
on glucose levels in the environment, which are sensed by dedicated glucose sensors83
Snf3 and Rgt2 [18, 19, 20]. Additionally, many promoters in diverse yeast species were84
shown to be responsive to the presence of different carbon sources in the environment85
[21]. It has also recently been shown that in environments containing multiple nutri-86
ents, cells might be sensitive to complex functions of nutrient levels. Yeast cells decide87
to turn on the machinery necessary to metabolize galactose (GAL pathway) based on88
the ratio of glucose to galactose levels in their environment [22].89
In addition to molecular complexity of nutrient signaling, there are also memory ef-90
fects at play in the nutrient response. For example, prior exposure to galactose in yeast91
alters the rate at which the GAL pathway will be induced upon subsequent galactose92
exposures [14], and a similar memory phenotype has also been observed for lactose in93
glucose-lactose switching environments in bacteria [23]. (It has also been suggested94
that some bacteria retain memory of their environment’s history more broadly, both95
on short and long timescales [24].) The environment’s nutrient history can also affect96
single-cell variation in gene expression. Biggar and Crabtree showed that depending on97
whether previously grown in glucose or raffinose, populations can exhibit single-cell98
variation in GAL pathway levels when switched to an environment containing a mix-99
ture of glucose and galactose [25]. Other lines of theoretical and experimental work100
showed that single-cell variation can be a form of “bet-hedging” that leads to increased101
fitness under certain conditions [26, 27].102
Taken together, the intricate molecular machinery underlying nutrient signaling,103
the effects of nutrient memory, and single-cell variability in response to fluctuations104
suggest that microbes process information about their environment [28], and take into105
account both the environment’s history and their internal cell state in making a decision.106
Changing discrete environments and inference-based adaptation107
To ask how the environment’s history influences microbial decision-making, a num-108
ber of theoretical and experimental studies have used changing discrete environments109
[26, 23, 14]. A discrete environment is shown in Figure 1A (top), where there are110
two alternating nutrients. Although natural environments are far more complex, dis-111
crete switches have been experimentally useful for uncovering mechanisms of nutrient112
memory [23, 14]. Also, in interacting with a host environment, microbes may sense113
some fluctuations as effectively discrete. For example, en route from the external en-114
vironment to the gastrointestinal tract, microbes experience sharp shifts in temperature115
(Figure 1A). Once in the gastrointestinal tract, microbes can face distinct pH regimes,116
ranging from acidic environment of the stomach (pH 1.5-5) to the intestinal duoden-117
dum (pH 5-7), jejunum (pH 7-9) and ileum (pH 7-8) to the colon (pH 5-7) [1]—these118
fluctuations are shown schematically in Figure 1A. The gut lumen also contains an119
oxygen gradient [29], and experimentally induced oxygenation or oxygenation as part120
of medical procedures (such as ileostomies) result in sharp shifts in oxygen levels that121
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reversibly alter microbiota composition [30, 29]. Thus, both discrete and continuous122
features contribute to the gut environment, and discrete environments are a useful ap-123
proximation for studying the response to environmental change.124
In early theoretical work on changing environments [31], Richard Levins argued125
that the statistical relations between signals in the fluctuating environment are cen-126
tral to adaptation. While distinct cell populations or strains may have different costs127
associated with each environmental state—e.g., distinct yeast strains exhibit different128
“preparation times” when switched from a glucose to a galactose environment [32]—129
the statistical properties of the environment remain informative for adaptation regard-130
less of these costs.131
Here, we develop a computational framework for characterizing the statistical struc-132
ture of changing discrete environments and the adaptive strategies that support optimal133
growth in these environments. We focus on environments that are characterized by a134
blend of randomness and order, of the sort one would expect in rich natural environ-135
ments like the gut or other microbial ecosystems. We propose that adaptation to chang-136
ing environments can be framed as inference under uncertainty [33]. Although we137
illustrate our results in terms of glucose-galactose adaptation in yeast, our framework138
applies broadly to microbial adaptation in other types of fluctuating environments.139
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Figure 1: Discrete changing environments and cellular adaptation to change as inference. (A) Examples of discrete
changing environments (time in arbitrary units). Top plot indicates sharp fluctuations in two nutrients. Remaining plots
show changes thought to be experienced by microbes when interacting with host gut (unrelated to top nutrient panel), which
include changes in temperature (25◦C in external environment, 27◦C on human skin, 37◦C in gut), pH and oxygen levels
(see main text). (B) Schematic of interaction between cell and changing environment in our framework. Cells sense dynamic
environment over time, make inferences about the future state of the environment and use these predictions to take action
(e.g., upregulate genes required to metabolize a nutrient).
Materials & Methods140
Growth rate measurements141
Growth rates for 61 yeast strains were measured as described in [32]. Briefly, OD600142
growth measurements were log-transformed, fit by splines and the region with maximal143
derivative in the spline fit (“exponential phase”) was used to calculate the growth rate144
(defined as doublings per hour). Each strain was measured in duplicate and the average145
growth rate was used in Figure S1.146
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Optimal policies in Markov environments with two nutrients147
In Figure 2, the ratio of the expected growth rate obtained by following a posterior148
predictive policy (where the most probable nutrient under the posterior is chosen in the149
next step) to expected growth rate using a glucose-only policy is shown. Below, we150
describe in detail how this ratio was calculated.151
To compare the growth rate differences between a glucose-only policy and the pos-152
terior predictive policy in two-nutrient Markov environments, we assumed an idealized153
case where the transition probabilities θGlu→Glu and θGal→Glu are known. The “opti-154
mal” policy relative to an environment is one that maximizes the expected growth rate.155
The expected growth rate is dependent on the environment’s transition probabilities,156
the growth rates afforded by each of the nutrients, as well as the cost of being “mis-157
matched” to the environment (i.e. being tuned to a nutrient that isn’t present in the158
environment.)159
In our Markov nutrient environment, there are two environment states (glucose160
or galactose) and two possible actions for the cell population, each associated with a161
different growth rate. Notation for these states and parameters is as follows:162
• Environment states: the state of the environment at time t is represented by the163
random variable Ct, which takes on one of two values, c1 = Glu, c2 = Gal.164
• Transition probabilities: θGlu→Glu, θGal→Glu165
• Actions: tuning to glucose (α1 = Glu) or tuning to galactose (α2 = Gal)166
• Growth rates associated with each action and environment state:167
– When tuned to glucose in glucose environment: V11 (identical to growth168
rate on glucose, µGlu, from main figures)169
– When tuned to glucose in galactose environment: V12170
– When tuned to galactose in galactose environment: V22 (identical to growth171
rate on galactose, µGal, from main figures)172
– When tuned to galactose in glucose environment: V21173
A policy pi is a mapping from an environment’s state to an action. We can now write
down the conditional growth rate associated with a particular policy, R(pi | Ct−1),
which is the growth rate given the previous environment state Ct−1. Let pi1 and pi2
correspond to policies that constitutively tune to glucose or galactose, respectively.
The conditional growth rates for these policies are:
R(pi1 | Ct−1) = V11P (Ct = c1 | Ct−1) + V12P (Ct = c2 | Ct−1)
R(pi2 | Ct−1) = V22P (Ct = c2 | Ct−1) + V21P (Ct = c2 | Ct−1)
For simplicity, we assume that the growth rate is zero when the internal state of the
cells is mismatched to the environment, i.e. V12 = V21 = 0. The conditional growth
rates then simplify to:
R(pi1 | Ct−1) = V11P (Ct = c1 | Ct−1)
R(pi2 | Ct−1) = V22P (Ct = c2 | Ct−1)
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To get the expected growth rates, we sum over the possible states of the environment
at time t− 1, yielding:
R(pi1) = V11
[
θGlu→Glu + θGal→Glu
]
R(pi2) = V22
[
(1− θGlu→Glu) + (1− θGal→Glu)
]
The policy pi1 is optimal when
R(pi1)
R(pi2)
> 1.174
Unlike the glucose-only or galactose-only policy, the posterior predictive policy
chooses the next action based on the transition probabilities θGlu→Glu and θGal→Glu.
This policy, denoted pi3, chooses the most probable nutrient as a function of the envi-
ronment’s previous state Ct−1:
pi3(Ct−1) =

{
α1 if θGlu→Glu > 0.5
α2 otherwise
if Ct−1 = c1,{
α1 if θGlu→Glu > 0.5
α2 otherwise
if Ct−1 = c2,
We can now write the expected growth rate for the posterior predictive policy by ana-
lyzing each of the cases involving the transition probabilities θGlu→Glu and θGal→Glu:
R(α3) =

V11θGlu→Glu + V11θGal→Glu,
if θGlu→Glu, θGal→Glu ≥ 0.5
V11θGlu→Glu + V22(1− θGal→Glu),
if θGlu→Glu ≥ 0.5 and θGal→Glu < 0.5
V22(1− θGlu→Glu) + V11θGal→Glu,
if θGlu→Glu < 0.5 and θGal→Glu ≥ 0.5
V22(1− θGlu→Glu) + V22(1− θGal→Glu),
if θGlu→Glu, θGlu→Glu < 0.5
The ratio
R(pi3)
R(pi1)
is shown in Figure 2 as a function of θGlu→Glu and θGal→Glu for differ-175
ent values of each nutrient’s growth rate (V11 and V22).176
Bayesian model for meta-changing nutrient environments177
Here we describe in detail the dynamic Bayesian model used to adapt to meta-changing178
environments. This model is in the family of dynamic probabilistic models, also called179
“switching state space models,” that have been widely used in artificial intelligence,180
robotics and machine learning [34, 35]. In our model, there are K-many hidden switch181
states that are used to produce one of J-many “outputs”. The outputs are the different182
nutrients and the switch states correspond to stretches of the environment such as the183
“periodic” or “constant” regions shown in Figure 4. Each switch state represents a184
transition matrix that is used to generate nutrient fluctuations. The nutrient produced at185
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time t, Ct, depends on the value of the switch state St and the previous nutrient Ct−1.186
The next switch state St+1 is generated conditioned on St based on a separate set of187
switch state transition probability, then Ct+1 is generated conditioned on St+1 so on.188
The transition probabilities associated with each switch state, as well as the proba-189
bilities of transitioning between switch states, all have to be learned from the environ-190
ment. We therefore place a prior on these transition probabilities.191
The full graphical model including hyperparameters is shown in Figure S2 using
plate notation [36]. Formally, a switch state takes on one of 1, . . . ,K values. The
initial switch state S1 is drawn from a probability distribution on the initial switch
state values, pis1 . Since pis1 is unknown, we place a prior on it using the Dirichlet
distribution, i.e.:
pis1 ∼ Dirichlet(αs1)
S1 | pis1 ∼ Multinomial(pis1 , 1)
which means P (S1 = i | pis1) = pi(i)s1 , where pi(i)s1 denotes the ith entry in pis1 . For
clarity, we will sometimes omit the explicit value assignment for a random variable, and
write P (St = i | pis1) as simply P (S1 | pis1). The switch states at later time points are
generated as follows: each switch state i ∈ {1, . . . ,K} has an associated probability
vector pii, whose jth entry pi
(j)
i determines the probability of transitioning from switch
state i to j. The probability of the switch state at time step t > 1 therefore depends on
the previous switch state’s value St−1 and the switch state transition probabilities:
pii ∼ Dirichlet(αs)
St | St−1 = i ∼ Multinomial(pii, 1)
Similarly, each nutrient state can take one value i ∈ {1, . . . , J}, and the initial nutrient
state C0 is drawn from a probability distribution, pic0 , which is in turn drawn from a
Dirichlet prior distribution:
pic0 ∼ Dirichlet(αc0)
C0 | pic0 ∼ Multinomial(pic0 , 1)
The probability of a nutrient output at time t > 0 depends on the previous nutrient
Ct−1 and on the switch state at time t. The switch state value indexes which transition
probability distribution to use for the outputs, and as before, the transition probabilities
are drawn from a Dirichlet prior:
pi′i,j ∼ Dirichlet(αc)
Ct | Ct−1 = i, St = j ∼ Multinomial(pi′i,j , 1)
The posterior predictive distribution, P (Ct+k | C0:t), is the main quantity of interest
(we assume k = 1 as in all of our simulations). This distribution can be calculated re-
cursively in dynamic probabilistic models, a property that we will use in a later section
to derive a real-time estimation procedure for this distribution using particle filtering.
(For an accessible introduction to recursive estimation of Bayesian posteriors and to
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particle filtering, see Ch. 1 in [35], Ch. 1-3 in [37] or [38]). We derive the posterior
predictive distribution in steps. First, consider the posterior distribution over the switch
state at time t given the environment history up until and including time t, P (St | C0:t),
called the filtering posterior distribution, which is obtained by marginalizing out the
switch state St−1:
P (St | C0:t) ∝
P (Ct | St)
∑
St−1
P (St | St−1)P (St−1 | C0:t−1)
Note that the third term is the filtering posterior over the switch state at time t − 1,192
which can be rewritten as we did above in terms of the filtering posterior at t− 2, and193
so on—this shows that the posterior can be computed recursively. The base case of the194
recursion is given by our prior distributions over the initial nutrient state C0 and the195
initial switch state S1 (as shown in Figure S2).196
The posterior predictive distribution P (Ct+1 | C0:t) can then be written as a prod-
uct that uses the filtering posterior, marginalizing out the hidden switch states:
P (Ct+1 | C0:t) ∝∑
St
∑
St+1
P (Ct+1 | Ct, St+1)P (St+1 | St)P (St | C0:t−1)
The distributions that the filtering posterior decomposes to depend on parameters that
are unobserved, such as the transition probabilities. Since Dirichlet-Multinomial dis-
tributions are conjugate [39], we can analytically integrate out these parameters. For
example, the transition probabilities pi for the switch states can be integrated out:
P (St+1 | St = i) =
∫
P (St+1 | St = i, pii)P (pii | αs) dpii
Similarly, the probability of observing a nutrient given the previous nutrient and the
switch state, P (Ct+1 | Ct, St+1), can be computed while integrating out the nutrient
transition probabilities pi′i,j :
P (Ct+1 | Ct = j, St+1 = i) =∫
P (Ct+1 | Ct = j, St+1 = i, pi′i,j)P (pi′i,j | αc) dpi′i,j
We discuss in detail how to estimate these distributions from observations in the section197
on particle filtering.198
Values of hyperparameters: In all analyses, we set hyperparameters αs1 , αc0 , αc to199
all 1’s vector. The hyperparameter on switch state transitions αs was set such that self-200
transitions get the hyperparameter value 2, i.e. for the ith switch state, α(i)s = 2, and201
all other entries in αs are set to 1. This encodes a weakly “sticky” prior that slightly202
favors self-transitions for hidden switch states.203
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Real-time inference using particle filtering204
We estimate the posterior predictive distribution above in real-time using particle filter-205
ing [38] as outlined in Algorithm S1. Particle filtering for our model is implemented in206
the particlefever library (available on Github.) We used 200 particles for all simulations207
with particle states initialized from the prior.208
In particle filtering, a distribution of hidden state values (in our model, the hidden209
switch states) is represented using a set of particles. Each particle corresponds to a210
configuration of the hidden states (configurations are typically assigned from the prior211
distribution at time t = 0). The particles are assigned weights that are initialized to be212
uniform. Starting with time t, the particle filtering algorithm works by first predicting213
hidden state values particles t + 1. When a data point at time t + 1 is observed, the214
weight of each particle is updated to be proportional to the likelihood of the new data215
point given the particle’s hidden state configuration. This process is repeated as data216
points are observed. To prevent particle degeneracy (a case where particles get weights217
that are too low), a resampling step is used where particles are sampled in proportion218
to their weights and the weights are reset to be uniform.219
We now turn to the representation of our state space that is encoded in each particle.220
As discussed above, because of the conjugacy of Dirichlet-Multinomial distributions221
[39], we can analytically integrate out the transition probabilities in our model. This222
means that these transition probabilities don’t have to be represented in our particles.223
Instead, the sufficient statistics’ for our model are simply: (1) a matrix of counts S224
where S(i,j) is the number of times hidden switch state i transitioned to hidden state j225
in the particle’s trajectory, and (2) a three-dimensional array of countsCwhereC(i,j,k)226
is the number of times nutrient i transitioned to nutrient j under switch state k. The227
predict/update cycles for a particle p = {st,S,C}, where s is the particle’s hidden228
state at time t, are:229
Prediction step: For each particle p we draw a new switch state for t + 1, st+1 ∼
P (St+1 | St = st). By conjugacy, the switch state transition probabilities pist can be
integrated out, yielding the posterior predictive distribution for a Dirichlet-Multinomial:
P (St+1 = st+1 | St = st) ∝ αs + S
(st,st+1)∑
k(αs + S
(st,k))
which can be sampled from.230
231
Updating step: When a nutrient ct+1 is observed, we update the weight w of our
particle p = {st+1,S,C} in proportion to P (Ct+1 | Ct, St+1):
w ∝ P (Ct+1 = ct+1 | Ct = ct, St+1 = st+1)
Integrating out the nutrient transition probabilities pi′ct,ct+1 , this also gives the Dirichlet-
Multinomial posterior predictive distribution:
w ∝ αc +C
(ct,ct+1,st+1)∑
k(αc +C
(ct,k,st+1))
See Algorithm S1 for remaining details.232
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Fitness simulations233
We simulated growth with different policies using a simple model of exponential growth.234
Cells were assumed to grow exponentially with a growth rate determined by the envi-235
ronment’s nutrient state. The initial population size and the time duration of each236
environment simulated are as described in figure legends. To determine growth rates237
empirically, we fitted splines to the log of the population sizes across the time and238
computed the first derivative. All code for fitness simulations is available in the paper’s239
Github repository.240
Molecular implementation of nutrient transition counter241
The nutrient transition counter model was drawn in CellDesigner (version 4.4) [40],242
serialized as an SBML file, and simulated in Python using libRoadRunner. SBML243
file for the model is available at 10.6084/m9.figshare.3493994. A detailed report of244
the chemical reactions and rate parameters was generated by SBML2LATEX [41] and is245
available at 10.6084/m9.figshare.3492185.246
Results247
Growth advantage of using the environment’s probabilistic struc-248
ture249
We first asked whether an adaptive strategy, which exploits the probabilistic structure250
of the environment, would pay off in terms of growth compared with a non-adaptive251
strategy. We considered a class of Markov nutrient environments that fluctuate be-252
tween two nutrients, glucose and galactose, where nutrient changes follow a Markov253
model. The probabilistic structure of these environments is determined by two pa-254
rameters: the probability of transitioning from glucose to glucose (θGlu→Glu) and the255
probability of transitioning from galactose to glucose (θGal→Glu), as shown in Figure256
1A. (Equivalently, the model can be parameterized by θGlu→Gal and θGal→Glu, since257
θGlu→Gal = 1 − θGlu→Glu.) Intuitively, the higher θGlu→Glu and the lower θGal→Glu, the258
more likely we are to encounter glucose in the environment. Different settings of the259
transition probabilities can produce qualitatively different environments (Figure 2A).260
We also assume that one nutrient (in this case, glucose) confers a higher growth rate261
than alternative nutrients, which is typically the case.262
In our framework, the behavior of a cell population is determined by a policy:263
a mapping from the environment’s past state to a future action. We compared the264
performance of two policies in Markov environments: a posterior predictive policy, in265
which cells tune to the most probable nutrient (based on θGlu→Glu and θGal→Glu), and a266
non-adaptive strategy in which cells are constitutively tuned to the preferred nutrient,267
glucose. The quantity of interest in the posterior predictive policy is the posterior268
predictive distribution, which is the probability of a nutrient at the next time step given269
the previously observed nutrients: P (Ct+1 | C0:t), where Ct+1 denotes the nutrient at270
time t+1 and C0:t denotes the environment’s nutrient history up until t. The posterior271
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predictive policy chooses the nutrient that maximizes this probability (see Materials &272
Methods for details).273
To compare the fitness difference between these policies, we simulated population274
growth with each policy using a highly simplified growth model, similar to one used in275
[26]. In this model, we assume that cells respond to changes in the environment with276
a delay, or “lag”. Cells tune to a nutrient at time t and incur a change in growth rate277
as a consequence of this decision at a later time t + k, where k is the lag parameter278
(we assume here that k = 1). For growth kinetics, we assume that: (1) cells grow279
exponentially when their nutrient state matches the environment’s state, (2) there is no280
switching cost for cells between nutrient states, and (3) when cells are “mismatched” to281
their environment—i.e., tuned to a nutrient that is not present—their growth rate is zero282
(this assumption is supported by the observation that cells lacking Gal4, a transcription283
factor required to activate the GAL pathway, cannot grow in galactose alone [22]).284
Altogether, our growth assumptions represent extreme conditions, but they serve as a285
useful starting point for seeing when an adaptive strategy is beneficial to population286
growth.287
Given these growth assumptions, we plotted for each Markov environment the ratio288
of expected growth rate using the posterior predictive policy to the expected growth289
rate under the glucose-only policy in Figure 2B (the detailed calculation of these ratios290
is described in Materials & Methods). To constrain our choice of growth rates, we291
analyzed growth measurements of 61 yeast strains cultured with different sugars as292
primary carbon sources (see Materials & Methods for details). As expected, median293
growth rate in glucose was higher than in other sugars (Figure S1A). Across strains,294
growth rate in glucose was on average ∼1.5 fold higher than in galactose and in some295
strains over 3-fold higher (Figure S1B).296
We find that in environments where glucose yields a significantly larger (∼2-4 fold)297
growth rate than galactose, the posterior predictive policy outperforms the glucose-298
only policy only in specific regimes of the space of possible Markov environments (red299
regions in Figure 2B). For a wide range of environments, the non-adaptive policy is300
equal to or better than the adaptive policy. As expected, when the difference in growth301
rate between glucose and galactose gets smaller (Figure 2B, left to right), the payoff302
from using the posterior predictive policy is greater. However, as our analysis of growth303
rates in yeast strains showed, glucose typically confers a substantially higher growth304
rate than galactose.305
This idealized calculation shows the importance of the probabilistic structure of the306
environment in assessing where an adaptive strategy would pay off. This suggests that307
in order to highlight the advantage of adaptive strategies, specific types of environmen-308
tal fluctuations will have to be used.309
Adapting to meta-changing environments with real-time inference310
Our analysis of Markov nutrient environments above doesn’t capture several key as-311
pects of adaptive growth in changing environments. First, our environment’s changes312
had a simple “flat” structure describable by only two parameters, whereas natural en-313
vironment may be generated by far more complex underlying mechanisms. Second,314
our comparison of the adaptive and glucose-only strategies assumed that the transition315
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Figure 2: Fitness benefit of exploiting the probabilistic structure of Markov nutrient environments. (A) Discrete
Markov nutrient environments, characterized by two parameters: the transition probability from a glucose state back to
glucose state (θGlu→Glu) and from galactose state to glucose state (θGal→Glu). Environment assumed to switch from fixed
levels of glucose to galactose, visualized as rectangles (collapsing the y-axis from nutrient environment such as one shown in
Figure 1A). (B) Comparison of expected growth rates using the posterior predictive compared with the glucose-only strategy.
Heat maps show fold-change in expected growth using posterior predictive strategy relative to glucose-only expected growth
rate, as a function of the transition probabilities (θGlu→Glu and θGal→Glu) that parametrize the environment (see Materials
& Methods for detailed calculation). From left to right, increasing galactose growth rate (µGal) with fixed glucose growth
rate (µGlu).
probabilities governing the environment, θGlu→Glu and θGal→Glu, are known and can be316
used by cells. In reality, if this information can be used by cells, it has to be learned317
from the environment and cannot be assumed as given. Third, such information has to318
be learned in real-time as cells must respond to the environment while it is changing.319
We now address each of these aspects in turn.320
Changes in complex environments may be governed by dynamic processes that321
are unobservable to cells. Some environments may oscillate between noisy regimes,322
where the nutrient switches are less predictable, and stable regimes where the nutrient323
switches are either rare or more predictable. Such environments can be thought of as324
“meta-changing” in the sense that there’s a change in the way they fluctuate: the prob-325
ability of being a specific state of the environment (e.g., where a nutrient is available)326
changes through time, depending on an unobserved condition, such as whether we’re327
in a noisy or stable regime. The transition from noisy to stable regimes might itself328
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be governed by another time-varying mechanism. As an intuitive example of meta-329
changing environments, consider the eating routine of animals like us. During feeding,330
bursts of nutrients that are otherwise scarce may become available in the gut. The fluc-331
tuations in nutrient levels within a feeding period will depend on what and how much is332
being consumed. The separation between meals is also subject to randomness, but can333
still be predictable, depending on how consistent we are in our eating schedule. This334
high-level structure can be exploited by adaptive systems to anticipate future changes335
and to separate noisy fluctuations in nutrients from signals of feeding periods.336
To understand the adaptive strategies that may be used for effective growth in337
such environments, we developed a dynamic Bayesian model of meta-changing en-338
vironments. In our model, we assume a fixed number of hidden “switch states” that339
correspond to regimes in the environment, and these states are used to generate the340
fluctuations in nutrients (Figure 3A—see Materials & Methods for full model descrip-341
tion.) The switch states and their dynamics are not observable, and therefore have to342
be learned from the environment. To do this, our model has a prior distribution over343
the dynamics of the unobservable switch states and the nutrient transitions in the en-344
vironment (Materials & Methods). Through experience with the environment, these345
priors are updated using Bayesian inference to learn the dynamics that drive nutrient346
fluctuations. Formally, the goal is to compute the posterior predictive distribution over347
nutrients, P (Ct+1 | C0:t), which depends on the nutrient historyC0:t and on the hidden348
switch state St+1:349
P (Ct+1 | C0:t) =
∑
St+1
P (Ct+1 | Ct, St+1 = i)P (St+1 | C0:t) (1)
For an inference-based strategy to be biologically plausible, it has to be carried out350
in real-time since cells respond to the environment while it is changing. To compute351
the posterior predictive distribution (Eq. 1) in real-time, we use a particle filtering al-352
gorithm [38] (described in detail in Algorithm S1 and Materials & Methods). Rather353
than naively “memorizing” the environment’s history, in particle filtering a representa-354
tion of the posterior distribution is continuously updated as the environment changes355
(Materials & Methods). The uncertainty of the distribution is represented by a set of356
“particles” (which can be thought of as samples from a distribution). Each particle357
corresponds to a configuration of the hidden states of our system. For our model, each358
particle p is a set {s,S,C}, where s corresponds to the value of the hidden switch state,359
S is a transition matrix that tracks the frequencies of transitions between switch states360
and C is a transition matrix that tracks the frequency of transitions between nutrients361
(Materials & Methods).362
The particle filtering algorithm can be understood by analogy to evolution through363
mutation and selection. Initially, all particles are weighted equally. Before the envi-364
ronment changes, particles are probabilistically assigned to new configuration based365
on our model of the environment (“mutation” step). When a new state of the envi-366
ronment is observed, the particles are re-weighted by their fit to this observation and367
probabilistically resampled using the updated weights (“selection” step). This process368
repeats as the environment continues to change. Particles that represent more probable369
states of the environment will get “selected” for through time, while the “mutation” and370
resampling steps ensure that diversity is brought into the particle population. As each371
particle p goes through this process, the hidden state and nutrient state configurations in372
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its trajectory are counted by updating the transition matrices S and C. Since the parti-373
cles are propagated through this process in parallel, particle filtering takes what naively374
would be a serial computation (requiring the complete nutrient history) and converts it375
to a parallel one that can be performed in real-time. This property may make particle376
filtering amenable to implementation by molecular circuits, as discussed later.377
Signatures of Bayesian adaptation in meta-changing environments378
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Figure 3: Signature of adaptive behavior resulting from using the posterior predictive inference strategy. (A) Dynamic
Bayesian model for meta-changing nutrient environments in graphical model notation [36]: grey nodes represent observed
variables, white nodes represent hidden variables. Nutrient value at time t,Ct, depends on the nutrient value at time t− 1,
Ct−1, and on the switch state St. See Figure S2 for detailed graphical model. (B) Posterior predictive probability, obtained
by particle filtering, of glucose using the full model (red), and using a Markov model with “flat” structure and no hidden
states (dotted black line). In the first transition from the periodic to constant glucose environment, the posterior predictive
probability in the full model updates more slowly compared to the second transition from periodic to constant environment.
Our model makes a number of predictions about the dynamics of adaptation by379
systems that represent hidden environmental states. In Figure 3B, a meta-changing380
environment is shown that switches between two regimes: one with periodic switches381
between glucose and galactose, and another where glucose is constant. The posterior382
predictive probability of glucose in the next time step, P (Ct+1 | Ct), as it gets updated383
by real-time inference, is plotted along the environment (Figure 3, top).384
The change in the posterior predictive distribution has a number of characteristic385
features. Starting with a uniform probability over the nutrients, the posterior predictive386
distribution slowly changes to “learn” the first periodic regime of the environment (Fig-387
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ure 3B, red line). When the environment shifts to the constant regime (at t = 20, Figure388
3B), the posterior distribution also updates slowly to reflect this. However, when the389
environment shifts again to the periodic regime (at t = 40), the posterior predictive dis-390
tribution updates faster to reflect the periodicity. Similarly, when the environment shifts391
to the constant region for the second time (at t = 60), the posterior predictive distribu-392
tion changes even more quickly, since the hidden switch state where the environment393
is periodic has been seen before. More generally, our model predicts that the more394
familiar stretches of the environment will be adapted to more quickly. By contrast, a395
Markov model with a “flat” structure that only tracks transition probabilities between396
glucose and galactose does not show this behavior (Figure 3B, dotted line). This is one397
of several subtle predictions about the dynamics of adaptation one would expect from398
an inference-based strategy that uses a representation of hidden environmental states.399
Posterior predictive adaptation confers growth advantage in meta-400
changing environments401
We next asked how beneficial the adaptive patterns that result from representing hid-402
den environmental states (of the sort shown in Figure 3) would be for growth. We403
compared the inference-based growth policy to other policies in meta-changing en-404
vironments. We considered meta-changing environments that fluctuate between two405
hidden states: one where there is periodic switching between glucose and galactose,406
and another where glucose is constant in the environment (Figure 4A). Each hidden407
state corresponds to a Markov environment (parameterized by a pair of transition prob-408
abilities, as described earlier). The switching dynamics between the hidden states are409
controlled by two transition probabilities, which we labelled p1 and p2 in Figure 4A.410
We compared the growth rates obtained by using the posterior predictive policy to that411
obtained by plastic, random and glucose-only policies. In the “plastic” policy (de-412
scribed in [26]), cells tune to the environmental condition that they experienced last,413
whereas in the random policy the decision is made uniformly at random. We found that414
across different settings of p1 and p2, the posterior predictive policy generally results415
in faster (in some regimes, nearly two-fold higher) growth rates, which are often less416
variable, compared with other policies (Figure 4B).417
A bet-hedging growth policy based on real-time inference418
While all the policies we have considered so far act at the population-level, bet-hedging419
has been proposed as an adaptive strategy in fluctuating environments [27]. With bet-420
hedging, different fractions of the population are tuned to different environment con-421
ditions, and these cellular states can be inherited through several generations through422
epigenetic mechanisms [27]. Previously, a bet-hedging policy was shown in simula-423
tion to give increased fitness when the bet-hedging proportions matched the frequen-424
cies of the environment’s fluctuations [26] (in that study, bet-hedging was referred to425
as “carry-over”). However, as we discussed above, there is no way for a population426
of cells to know these probabilities in advance. Our real-time inference scheme lends427
itself to a bet-hedging policy where the fraction of cells devoted to an environmental428
state is determined by the posterior predictive probability of this state, which is learned429
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Figure 4: Fitness of growth policies in meta-changing environments. (A) Meta-changing environment with two hidden
states: a periodic environment and a constant environment. The hidden state transitions are parameterized by the proba-
bility of transitioning from the periodic environment to itself, p1, and from the constant to the periodic environment, p2.
(B) Growth rates obtained by growth using different policies in meta-changing environments (mean growth rates from 20
simulations plotted with bootstrap confidence intervals as shaded regions). Four environments shown, each parameterized
by different settings of p1, p2 (where µGlu is twice µGal). Posterior predictive policy generally outperforms other policies.
Mean growth rates from 20 simulations plotted with bootstrap confidence intervals (shaded regions).
in real-time. Using a growth fitness simulation in the same meta-changing environ-430
ments, we found that a bet-hedging posterior predictive policy performs similarly to431
its population-level counterpart and outperforms a random bet-hedging policy (Fig-432
ure S3). Real-time probabilistic inference therefore gives us a principled approach for433
adaptively setting bet-hedging proportions.434
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Adapting to multi-nutrient meta-changing environments435
In natural nutrient environments, unlike in most laboratory conditions, multiple nutri-436
ents that can be metabolized by cells may be available. We next asked how distinct437
growth strategies would do in such multi-nutrient environments.438
We analyzed Markov environments with three nutrients—glucose, galactose and439
maltose—that many yeast strains can grow on as primary carbon sources (as shown in440
Figure S1). Three qualitatively distinct environments generated by varying the tran-441
sition probabilities that control these environments are shown in Figure 5A. The first442
environment has “persistent” stretches of each of the nutrients, the second is a mix-443
ture of periodic glucose-galactose switches and persistent maltose states, and the third444
is one where the presence of glucose signals an upcoming stretch of galactose, while445
galactose signals an upcoming persistent maltose stretch (Figure 5). Even with only446
three nutrients, qualitatively rich environments such as these can be constructed.447
For fitness comparisons of growth policies, we considered meta-changing environ-448
ments that switch between the second and third multi-nutrient environments shown in449
Figure 5A. These switches, as in previous meta-changing environments, are governed450
by two transition probabilities, p1 and p2 (Figure 5B, top). It’s straightforward to ap-451
ply the posterior predictive policy to multi-nutrient environments by running real-time452
inference using a version of our Bayesian model that assumes three rather than two nu-453
trient states. We compared the growth performance of this posterior predictive policy454
to that of the plastic, random and glucose-only policies for different settings of p1 and455
p2 (Figure 5B). In all cases, the posterior predictive policy results in growth rates that456
are larger than those produced by other policies.457
Molecular circuit design for inference-based adaptation458
Our results suggest that cell populations that use a probabilistic inference-based growth459
strategy can achieve greater fitness, but it’s not clear how such a strategy can be realized460
in molecular circuits. We next asked whether the particle filtering algorithm can inform461
the design of molecular circuits that implement the posterior predictive strategy.462
In order to implement the posterior predictive strategy, we need a way to encode463
the inference algorithm’s representation of the environment in molecules. Our parti-464
cle filtering algorithm uses a minimal representation of (Markovian) environments that465
a circuit that performs inference in real-time would have to track. This representa-466
tion consists of the hidden switch state s, and a pair of transition matrices S and C467
that track hidden state and nutrient state transitions, respectively (as described above468
and in Materials & Methods). When the environment changes, these representations469
are updated. At the molecular level, binary state such as the hidden switch state s470
can be represented easily using phosphorylation, protein dimerization or other known471
molecular switches. The more challenging part of implementing inference is keeping472
track of the environment’s changes. As the environment changes, our inference algo-473
rithm tracks the number of times the environment transitioned from one nutrient state474
to another, effectively keeping a counter. Recall that the Markov environments we475
analyzed can be parameterized by the frequency of transitions from glucose to galac-476
tose, and from galactose to glucose. Therefore, our circuit would have to distinguish477
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glucose-to-galactose from galactose-to-glucose switches and “count” these switches as478
the environment fluctuates.479
To build this circuit, we need three types of components: (1) sensors that detect the480
presence of nutrients, (2) activators that act downstream of the sensors to turn on the rel-481
evant metabolic pathway, and (3) “memory molecules” that record each relevant tran-482
sition (glucose-to-galactose or galactose-to-glucose). Two of these component types,483
the sensors and the activators, are already part of the basal nutrient signaling pathway.484
What’s left is to wire these components to the memory molecules so that the circuit can485
count nutrient transitions.486
We constructed such a nutrient transition counter for an environment that has glu-487
cose and galactose. The eight-component circuit is shown in Figure 6A and its re-488
action equations are listed in Table S1 (all parameters used in reactions are given in489
Materials & Methods). The circuit has sensors that are activated by sugars, activa-490
tors that are produced downstream of the sensors, and proteins that count glucose-to-491
galactose and galactose-to-glucose transitions (and act as “memory molecules”). In the492
left branch of the circuit, glucose catalytically activates a galactose sensor (Figure 6A).493
When galactose is present, the galactose sensor reversibly forms a galactose activator494
(Gal Sensor+Gal
 Gal Activator). Similarly, in the right branch of the circuit, galac-495
tose catalytically activates a glucose sensor, which in the presence of glucose reversibly496
forms a glucose activator (Glu Sensor + Glu
 Glu Activator). The glucose activator497
triggers the production of a glucose-to-galactose transition counting molecule, while498
the galactose activator produces a galactose-to-glucose transition counting molecule.499
The transition counting molecules are assumed to have a very slow degradation rate,500
and this rate determines the stability of the counter’s “memory.”501
We simulated the behavior of this circuit in an environment that switches between502
glucose and galactose (Figure 6B, top). The glucose sensor is active during galactose503
pulses and the galactose sensor is active during glucose pulses. When the environment504
first switches from glucose to galactose (at t = 50, Figure 6B), the galactose activator505
is formed and triggers a spike in the glucose-to-galactose counter (Figure 6B, bottom).506
When the environment switches from galactose to glucose, the galactose-to-glucose507
counter spikes (at t = 100). The counter molecules are highly stable, so their level508
forms the “memory” of these two transitions. When the environment switches from509
glucose to galactose for the second time (at t = 150), the glucose-to-galactose counter510
spikes again to a level roughly twice that of the galactose-to-glucose counter, while511
the galactose-to-glucose counter is unaffected. After all nutrient switches, the circuit512
retains that 2 glucose-to-galactose and 1 galactose-to-glucose transitions have been513
observed. This information can be used downstream to implement an inference-based514
adaptive strategy, like the posterior predictive strategy.515
A key feature of this circuit architecture is that sensors associated with one nutrient516
(e.g., glucose) get activated by other nutrients (such as galactose). This “crosstalk”517
between the two arms of the pathway enables the environmental change tracking that518
is needed for inference. It may be argued that it’s inefficient for organisms to express519
a sensor for a nutrient that isn’t present, but yeast cells in fact do so: for instance,520
cells grown in galactose express glucose sensors and transporters, while cells grown in521
glucose also express galactose transporters and internal galactose sensors. Our circuit522
design shows that a relatively simple change in wiring among mostly existing com-523
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ponents (such as a nutrient sensor and activator), in addition to a memory molecule, is524
sufficient to make the transition counter. While a true digital counter is unbounded, this525
molecular counter’s dynamic range and reliability is limited by the degradation rates526
and dynamic ranges of the molecular components involved (such as the sensors and527
counting molecules in Figure 6A).528
Whether such a circuit is likely to be used by an organism will depend on the type529
of fluctuations in the organism’s environment and on the fitness advantage conferred530
by tracking metabolites (relative to the cost of tracking). These tradeoffs are currently531
unknown, but can be studied experimentally by engineering synthetic circuits such as532
the one we have proposed into cells and analyzing their fitness in various environments.533
It’s plausible that even if such circuits exist in nature, only a subset of the nutrients cells534
consume may be tracked in this way.535
Our circuit is a proof-of-concept design of the core machinery needed for real-536
time inference in our probabilistic model, but a full implementation of inference would537
require integration with the remaining basal glucose/galactose signaling network (as538
well as careful analysis of the circuit’s robustness and precision).539
Discussion540
Fluctuations in complex environments, such as the gut, can be driven by mechanisms541
that cells cannot sense directly. The main contributions of this work have been to: (1)542
provide a framework for characterizing the computational (or information-processing)543
problem that cells face when living in such environments (conceived here as a form544
of probabilistic inference), (2) suggest particle filtering as one class of algorithms that545
cells may use to solve inference in real-time, and (3) propose a proof-of-concept design546
of a circuit that implements part of this algorithm using familiar protein biochemistry.547
Together, this gives an outline of a three-level analysis, following Marr’s framework548
[9], of microbial growth in complex environments.549
We found that a growth strategy based on inference, where hidden environmental550
features are represented, can give cells a fitness advantage. An important future direc-551
tion would be to test if signatures of adaptation by inference (such as those in Figure552
3B) can be observed experimentally in glucose-galactose switching with yeast [14] or553
glucose-lactose switching with bacteria [23].554
Although we assumed in our fitness simulations that the goal is to maximize population-555
level fitness, other goals—like minimizing the probability of population extinction556
[42]—can be more relevant in some environments, especially for small population557
sizes, and these should be investigated further. Another limitation of our analysis is558
the assumption that environmental fluctuations follow a Markov process; an assump-559
tion violated by many natural time-varying processes. However, dynamic Bayesian560
models similar to the one presented here have been extended to handle non-Markov561
environments [43]. It will be fruitful to experiment with these models and compare562
their assumptions to the statistical properties of natural microbial environments.563
Another future challenge is to link the continuous features of the environment564
(which can be clearly sensed by microbes) to more abstract discrete structure like that565
of meta-changing environments. Elegant work by Sivak and Thomson derived optimal566
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enzyme induction kinetics for the noisy statistics of an environment with continuously567
varying nutrients [44]. This suggests that in an ideal adaptive system, principles of opti-568
mal inference are at work at multiple layers—from the abstract computational problem569
of anticipating the next nutrient to the quantitative decision of how much of the relevant570
enzymes to induce. More work is needed to link abstract computations to these lower571
mechanistic levels.572
To represent the structure of meta-changing environments, our model posited a fi-573
nite number of hidden states that drive nutrient fluctuations. The number of hidden574
states was fixed in advance, but nonparametric dynamic Bayesian models offer a prin-575
cipled alternative [45, 46]. In these models, the number of hidden states is learned from576
observation. Recent work in computational linguistics [47] proposed a particle infer-577
ence algorithm for a nonparametric dynamic Bayesian model of word segmentation,578
a task that, like nutrient adaptation, has to be performed in real-time. It would be in-579
teresting to investigate whether molecular kinetics can implement such nonparametric580
Bayesian inference procedures.581
While we have focused on glucose-galactose environments, our framework gener-582
ally applies to environments that change too quickly for mutation and natural selection583
to take hold. This is distinct from cases where natural selection (e.g., through exper-584
imental evolution, as in [12, 13]) rewires circuits genetically to better respond to the585
predictable structure of the environment. It remains open how inference-based adap-586
tive strategies that apply on short timescales can be implemented at the molecular level,587
either in natural or engineered cellular circuits. The molecular mechanisms needed to588
implement these strategies are likely to be epigenetic, based in chromatin [14] or stable589
protein inheritance [15].590
We have proposed a design for one critical part of an adaptive inference circuit,591
which can be supported by a variety of molecular mechanisms. Our circuit design592
can be implemented using transcriptional, post-transcriptional or epigenetic chromatin-593
based regulation. The choice of mechanism will determine the timescale and precision594
of the adaptive response. More work is needed to understand the precision and reli-595
ability of the circuit we proposed in the presence of gene expression variability and596
cell division. A computational account of circuits that can track the state needed for597
probabilistic inference may also apply to neuronal circuits.598
Recent work argued compellingly for developing methods that “compile” abstract599
computational problems, like probabilistic inference, to molecular descriptions that are600
physically implementable [48]. In this work, a scheme was proposed for solving exact601
inference for probabilistic graphical models using chemical reaction networks, with602
DNA strand displacement as the physical instantiation [48]. This choice of substrate is603
implausible as a mechanism for cellular computation, however (and striving for exact604
as opposed to approximate inference may be too restrictive for many computational605
problems). In a different approach, an intracellular kinetic scheme that implements606
a real-time probabilistic decision procedure for a simple continuously changing envi-607
ronment was proposed [49]. An open challenge is to extend these schemes to handle608
structured environments, such as the meta-changing environments we have considered,609
and to define the molecular components would be needed to build these circuits in vivo.610
Real-time inference algorithms, such as particle filtering, have the potential to guide611
the construction of synthetic cellular circuits that adapt to rich changing environments.612
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Since particle filtering algorithms rely on noise, these procedures point to areas where613
biochemical noise (in gene expression or protein interactions) would not only be toler-614
ated, but would in fact be required for inference to work. These algorithmic features615
may inform the design of synthetic circuits that implement probabilistic computation616
out of noisy molecular parts.617
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Figure 5: Fitness of growth policies in multi-nutrient meta-changing environments. (A) Three multi-nutrient Markov
environments where glucose, galactose and maltose fluctuate. Transition probability matrices shown as heat maps (left)
along with the environments they produce starting with glucose as initial state (right). (B) Top: a meta-changing multi-
nutrient environment that switches between the second and third Markov environments shown in panel A. Bottom: growth
rates obtained using different policies in meta-changing environment shown in top, shown for four different settings of
p1, p2. Growth rate settings used: µGlu was twice µGal and µGal = µMal. Mean growth rates from 20 simulations plotted
with bootstrap confidence intervals (shaded regions).
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Figure 6: Molecular circuit implementation of a nutrient transition counter. (A) Network of chemical reactions for
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Figure S1: Growth rates of 61 yeast strains on different sugar carbon sources. (A) Mean growth rates (doublings per
hour) from two replicate cultures grown with different sugars as primary carbon source. (B) Distribution of the ratio of
glucose to galactose growth rate for 61 yeast strains.
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Algorithm S1 Particle filtering algorithm for real-time inference in meta-changing
environments.
1: initialize N particles P := p1, . . . , pN from prior
2: each pi = {si,Si,Ci}, where si is switch state value, Si switch transition matrix,
Ci nutrient transition array
3: initialize particle weights W := w1, . . . , wN uniformly, wi := 1N
4: while next nutrient Ct do
5: for each particle pi do
6: weigh particle by likelihood of observed nutrient, wi := P (Ct |
Ct−1, St = si,Si,Ci)
7: update nutrient transition array Ci
8: resample particles by weights, P := RESAMPLE(P,W )
9: reset weights, wi := 1N
10: for each particle pi do
11: sample new particle state for t+ 1, pi := P (St+1 | St,Si)
12: update particle switch transition matrix Si
30
S1 S2 · · · St · · ·
C1
C0 C2 · · · Ct · · ·
pik
pi′k,j
J outputs
K switch states
αs
αc
pic0
αc0
pis1
αs1
Figure S2: Dynamic Bayesian model for meta-changing environments in graphical model notation. All random vari-
ables and hyperparameters shown. Model drawn using plate notation [36]. (This model is similar to an Autoregressive
HMM.)
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Figure S3: Fitness of bet-hedging policies in meta-changing environments. (A) Meta-changing environment (same
as Figure 5A). (B) Growth rates obtained using different growth policies in meta-changing environment shown in (A).
“Posterior pred. (BH)” indicates a bet-hedging policy where fraction of population tuned to a nutrient is set by the real-time
estimate of the posterior predictive probability of the nutrient, “Random (BH)“ indicates a bet-hedging policy where fraction
of population tuned to nutrient is set randomly. “Plastic” policy is a non-bet-hedging policy plotted for reference (same as
Figure 5B). Mean growth rates from 20 simulations plotted with bootstrap confidence intervals (shaded regions).
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1 Glu −→ ∅
2 Gal −→ ∅
3 Glu Sensor −→ ∅
4 Gal −→ Glu Sensor + Gal
5 Gal Sensor −→ ∅
6 Gal Sensor + Gal
 Gal Activator
7 Glu −→ Gal Sensor + Glu
8 Gal Activator −→ Glu To Gal+ Gal Activator
9 Glu To Gal −→ ∅
10 Gal To Glu −→ ∅
11 Glu Activator −→ Gal To Glu+ Glu Activator
12 Glu Sensor + Glu
 Glu Activator
Table S1: Reaction equations for molecular implementation of transition counters. Equations with all rate parameters
are available in 10.6084/m9.figshare.3492185.
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